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TECHNICAL NOTE NO. 849 
NORMAL-PRESSURE TESTS OF RECTANGULAR PLATES 
By Walte r Ramberg, Albert E. McPherson , and Sa muel Le vy 
SUMMARY 
No rmal-pr es sur e te sts were o ad e of 56 r e ctan gula r 
plates with c lamp ed e dg es and of 5 plat es with fr ee ly 
supported edges . Pressure was appl ied an d the c en t e r 
defle c tio n and the permanent set at the c enter were 
measu r e d. For some of the plates, strains and c on t ours 
were measu r ed in addition . 
The observed r e la tion between cent e r defl e ctio n and 
pressur e for the plates with clampe d edges was qualita-
tively in agreement with theory in that the defle ction 
increased linearly with the pressure at very low loads 
and the~ incr ease d more slowly as the membrane stresses 
became important . Quantitative agreement within ±lO pe r-
cent for t he linear portion of the deflection-pressure 
curve was obtained for only ab out one-f ou r th of the plate . 
The deviations for the r est of the plate s were ascribed 
to deviations from the theoretical clamp ing co n ditions 
at the edges . 
With the beginning of p e r man e nt s et b oth the total 
defle cti on and the p e rman en t set at the ce n ter of th e 
plates with cla mp ed e d ges increased lin ea r ly with t he 
pressure for mo st of the plates . Extr eme-fib er strains 
measure d at the cent e r of three squar e plates we r e in 
approximate agreement with c a lcula ted values . 
Wa shb oard ing pr essur es we r e determined fer three 
cases: the pressure f o r a s e t at the c en t e r of 1/5 00 
the span of the plate, the pr e ssur e for - a set at the 
center of 1/2 00 the span of the plate, and the Na vy 
yield pressure. Th e Na vy yield pressure was obtained 
from a plot of p e rman e nt set against pr e ssur e by deter-
mini ng the int e rs e cti o n with the pr e ssur e a xis of a 
st r aight line faired through the plotted p o ints. 
The mea sur e d Na vy yield pressure and the pressures 
for a set of 1/5 00 th e span for the plates with cla mue d 
edges we r e bet wee n the th eo r eti c a l p r es sur e , f or yi e lding 
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at the edge and for yielding at the center, for more t han 
8 0 percent of the plates. There was a tendency to shift 
from the first curve to the second with increasing ratio 
of span to thickness, indicating that the thick plates 
tended to yield by bending near the edges while the very 
thin plates yielded more like ·a me ·mbrane throughout the 
plate . The pressures for a set of 1/200 the span were in 
agreement with the theoretical pressure for yielding at 
the center of the plate . 
The measured cente~ deflections of five plates with 
freely supported edges at low loads were bet ween 0 an d 20 
percent less than those calculated from Kaiser IS theory. 
The theory does not e~tend to sufficiently high center de-
flections to make possible a calculati o n of washboarding 
pressures on the same basis as for the plates with clamped 
edges . Furt h erm o re , the tests were too few to provide 
empirical relations of any generality. The washb oarding 
pressures for the plates tested were approximately t h e 
same as the washboarding pressures for the clamped-ed g e 
plates . 
INTRODUCTI ON 
An investigation of the strength of flat pla tes un-
der normal pressure has be .en conducted for sever a l yea.rs 
at the National Bureau of Standards with t h e supp ort of 
the Bureau of A.eronautics, Navy Department. Inf or mat ion 
on this subject was desired by the Bureau of Aeronaut i c s 
because of its bearing on the design of se a plan e s. Sea-
planes are s u bject to a severe impact during lan d ing a nd 
take-off, especially o n rough water. The impact mus t be 
withstood first by the bottom plating and then by a s ys- . 
tem of transverse and longitudinal members, to which the 
b o ttom plating is attached, before it is carried into the 
body of the structure. Published experi mental estima tes . 
for the maximum pressure experienced during landing a nd 
take-off range from 4.65 pnunds per s q uare inch (reference 
l) t 0 6 . 3 p 0 u n d s per s qua rei n c h ( ref ere n c e 2) ; w h i 1 e 
Wagner (reference 3) found the oretically t hat i mpact pres-
sures as high as 4 atmospheres o r ab out 6 0 pounds per 
square inch may be possible for certain shapes of fl oat 
bottom. 
The bottom should be str o ng enough not to dish in 
or uwashboard ll permanently under these impact pressures. 
Such washboarding is undesirable both because of the in-
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creased friction between the float bottom and the water 
and because of the increased aerodynamical drag in 
flight. 
The bottom plating of seaplanes is, as a rule, sub-
divided into a large number of nearly rec tangular areas 
by the transve rse and longitudinal supporting ribs. Each 
of these areas will behave substantially like a rectangu-
lar plate under normal pressure. Normal-pressure tests 
of rectangular plates may the refore be used tc s tudy the 
washboarding of seaplane bott~ms ,provided the plates are 
loaded and are held at the edges just as in the seaplane. 
Impact pressure is assumed to be nearly uniform over 
a portion of sheet covering several rectangular fields. 
Under these conditions the sheet is subjected to a hydro-
static normal pressure equal to the average impact pres-
sure in the region considered. The behavior of the sheet 
approximates that in an infinite sheet supported on a 
homogeneous elastic network with rectangular fields ~f the 
same rigidity as the supporting framew o rk of the 'seaplane. 
Th e displacement in the plane of the sheet and the 
slope of the sheet relative to the plane of the network 
must be zero from symmetry wh erever the sheet passes over 
the center line of each supporting beam. , Each rectangular 
field will therefore behave as a rectangular plate clamped 
along its four edges on supports that a re rigid enough in 
the plane of the sheet to prevent their displace me nt in 
that plane. At the same time these supports must have a 
rigidity normal to the ' plane of the sheet equal t ~ th~t 
of the actual supports in the seaplane bottom. Therigid~ 
ity of the supports will lie somewhere between the unat-
tainable extremes of zer o rigidity and infinite ri g idity. 
Th e extreme of infinite rigidity normal to the plane of 
the sheet is one that ma y be approximated ' in actual de-
si g ns and, furthermore, it is a case ~h~t can be experi-
men t a lly investigated by clamping rectangular plates in a 
ri g id framework and subjecting them t o normal pressure. 
It is probable that the stress distribution in such a 
fixed-edge plate will, in most cases, be less favorable 
than the stress distribution in the elastic-edge plate. 
The strength of plates obtained fr o m the tests will there-
fore be on the safe side if applied in seaplane design. 
Reference might be made in th i s tonnectinn to a paper by, ' 
Mesnager (reference 4 ) in whic h it is sh o wn that a rec- , . 
tangular pla t e with elastic edg es of a certain flexibility 
will be less highly stressed than a clamped-edge plate. 
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Considerations of this nature led to the decision to 
t est r e c tan gu 1 a r pIa t e s 0 f va rio u 9 . ma t e r ia 1 s ·~ t hi c k n e s. s e s " . 
and ratios of length to width by ho l ding their edges 
clamped in a rigid frame and subjecting them to hydro-
static pressure . It was decided also to subject to normal 
pressure some plates with freely supported edges . It was 
felt that this type of deformati0n would approximate the 
deformation in a r ectangular panel of the bottom plating 
resisting a highe r impact p r essure than the sur roundin g 
panels and supported on beams of torsional stiffness in-
sufficient to develop large moments along the edges . The 
high bending stresses at the edges characteristic of rig-
idly clampe d plates would then be absent. 
SPEC IMENS 
Dimensions and tensile pr ope rties for th~ - plates 
tested with clamped edges are given in table 1 and for 
plates with freely supported edges in table 2 . Tests 
with clamped edges were made on 39 pla tes of 17S-T alu-
minum alloy ranging in thickness fro m 0 .01 0 4 to 0.1000 
inch and in size from 2 . 5 by 2 . 5 to 7 . 5 by 17 . 5 inches; 
on 12 plates of 18:8 stainless steel ran g in g in thickness 
from 0.0127 to 0 . 0 60 1 inch and in size from 2 . 5 by 2.5 
to 5 by 5 inches; on 3 plates of l7S-RT aluminum alloy 
ran ging in thickness fro m 0 . 0208 to 0.0384 in ch and 2 . 5 
by 7 . 5 inches in size; and on 2 plates of 24S - RT alumi-
num alloy 0.0204 and 0 . 0250 inch in thickness and 2.5 
by 7 . 5 inches in size. The tests of plates with freely 
supported edges were c onfined to five 5 - by 5-inch 17S-T 
aluminum-alloy plates 0.0292 to 0.0641 inch in th i ckness . 
Tensile properties were determined on coupons taken 
both longitudinally and transversely out of the sheet 
fr om which the plates had been cut. Typical stress-strain 
curves are sh own fo·r the 17S-T aluminum alloy sheet in 
fi ure 1, for the 18 : 8 stainless steel in figure 2, and 
for the l7S-RT and 24S-RT aluminum all ~y in figure 3 . 
The yield strengths in the 1 ngitudinal and transverse 
directions are given in tables 1 and 2 . 
The difference in plastic behavior of the aluminum 
alloy and the stainless steel is immediately apparent 
from the stress-strain curv es . A stress-strain curve 
for a longitudinal c oupon of the aluminum al10Y has a 
relatively sharp knee near the yield point; the tensile 
properties are nearly independent of thickness; the ten-
sile properties are consist e ntly higher in the longitu-
dinal direction than in the transvers e direction. The 
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stress-strain curves of the stainless steel are curved 
beginni ng at very low stresses and there is n~ pron ounced 
knee near the yield p~int; the tensile properties increase 
rapidly as the thickness of the material decreas es ; the 
mate rial is roughly isotropic in tension, th e yield 
strengths being nearly the same in both Inngitudinal a nd 
t ransverse directions. 
It was felt that the inclusion of such widely diver-
ge nt materials would indicate the effect of the shape of 
t h e stress-strain curve on the behavior of th e plates. 
TESTS 
Loading 
The apparatus for subjecting rec t angular plates to 
normal p ressure is shown in figure 4 . The plate A was 
mounte d nn t op of a 3- : by 50- by 100-inch steel base plate 
with provi sion for testing plates that range in size from 
2.5 by 2.5 inches to 30 by 9 0 inches . Pressure was applied 
by the hand pump B and was transmitted to the bottom side 
of the plate through the copper tube C attached to a hole 
in the steel base plate. Water was used as a pressure-
t ransmitting fluid . The pressure under the plate was meas-
u red by connecting one of the pressure gages D, E, or F 
.to the copper tube H attached to a second h o le in the 
steel base plate. (See also fig . 6 . ) Pressure gag e D 
was a U-tube for measuring pressures from 1 to 20 pounds 
per squa re inch; F was a Bourdon tube gage f or measuring 
pressures from 2 0 to 100 poun ds per square inch; and E 
was a Bourdon tube gage for measuring pressures from 100 
to 300 pounds yer s qua re inch . The error in reading pres-
sures was estimated as less than 0 .1 pound per square inch 
in the c ase of t he U-tube and less than 1 pound pe r square 
inch in the case of the Bourd o n tube gag es. Appr oximat e 
values of pres s ure above 300 pounds per s q uare inch we re 
obtained fr om a Bourdon tube gage that could be mounted 
at G on the han d pump. 
The method of mounting the plat~ with clamped edges 
is show n in figures 5 and 6 . The ru~ber membrane J was 
supp o r ted near the lower surface of the specimen by means 
of the wood frame M (fig . 6) . A watertigh t joint between 
the membran e and the base plat e I was obta ined by apply-
ing rubber ce me nt to the base plate and h olding the mem-
brane d ow n by means of the l ow er clamp b a r K, which was 
f astened to the base plate with flath ea d screws. The 
plate A wa s cut tn al19w a grip of 3/4 inch between the 
• 
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clamp bars K and L. The , }lpper 1;Jar' L was l~veled relative 
to K by mean~ of spacers N cut from the same material as 
the plate. Th~ gripping faces of the barp_K and: L were 
knurled to reduce slipping. The assembly ~f clamp bars" 
plate, and membrane was held to the base plate I by means 
of 3/4-inch Unite~ States Steel capscrews drawn up with 
a to r que of abou t 500 ~ound-inches. _ 
In the case of the plates tested with freely sup-
ported edges, the same clamping procedure , was applied, 
except that the bars K (fig. 6) were turned through 180 0 
in a horizontal plane so that the plate would be able 
to tilt into the groove shown in the outer PQrtion ~f K 
in figure 6. The spacer N in this case extended on both 
sides of the bolts. This arrangement, it was believed, 
would a-pproximate the theoretical edge condition of zero 
displacement and zero bending moment that was assumed to 
hold for a plate with freely supported edges. 
The test data for a given plate obtained with this 
apparatus showed consistent behavior in that the s catter 
of observed points about'a curve faired through them was 
small. There were large and erratic deviations from the 
expected behavior for curves obtained f~r nominally 
identi cal or, at least, similar plates. These deviations 
were ascribed to uncertainties in the condition of clamp-
ing and, in fact, led to the tests of circular plates 
with clamped edges already rep orted (reference 5) in w~ich 
additional precautions were taken to app~oach a , conditien 
of rigid clamping. The precautions were justified, lead-
ing to a more consistent set of test data. (Se e refer-
ence 5, figs. 28 to 36.) 
The following specific deviations from ideal test 
pro cedure may be responsible for the erratic results ob-
tained with the rectangUlar plates with clamped edges: 
A. The setting up of initial tension o r compression 
in the plate dur~ng ' the clamping in the fix-
ture 
B . Rotation of the clamping bars K and L ~n the 
elastic foundation p,rovid,ed by the rubber 
membrane J 
C. Deviation from flatness at no load 
D. Slipping of the plate between the clamping bars K 
and L 
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E. The setting up of local clamping stresses at the 
edges due to deviation from uniform clamping 
In the case of the p lates with supported edges there 
is, in additil'ln, the possibility of 
·F. Edge bending ml'lments applied by the clam~irig 
bars 
.A measure ()f the smallness of t"he deviation B was 
obtained by clamping a 2.5- by 7 . 5-inch aluminum- alloy 
plate in the fixture and measuring the angular r otation 
of the clamping bars K as the pressure was increased from 
5 to 250 pounds per square irich. The rotati0n was found 
to he of the order of 1. 2 x 10-6 radian per p0und per 
square inch. 
Since the measured angular r otatio n at the . middle of 
the long edges of a 0 . 1- by 2.5- by 7 . 5-inch plate of alu-
minum al10Y with freely supported edges when bent by nor-
ma 1 pre s sur e was ab 0 u t 2 a a t i li1 est his val u e and sin c e the 
plates inbluded in the test pr ogr a m were ge~era lly less 
rigid than a O·.l-inch aluminum-alloy plate, it was c()n~ 
cluded that the deviation B from ideal clamping c0uld be 
neglected. 
The deviations A , C, D, E, and F are too indefinite 
for analytical treatment analogous to the treatment of 
the deviations for the circular plates (appendixes A to 
D of reference S).The best check that could be made was 
to estimate their combined effect hy comparing the ob-
served center deflecti rlll Wo with theoretical values woo 
for corresponding press ures . The procedure used is de-
scribed in detail in a l ate r part of this paper . It led 
Wo - woo / 
to the relative deviations = 6w o woo 
woo 
given in 
tables 3 and 4. The relative deviation was between - 0 .1 0 
and +0.10 for 27 pe rce nt of the plates with clamped edges. 
It was less than - 0.10 or greater than + 0 .45 for 44 per-
cent of the plates with clamped edges. In tne case of the 
five plates with freely supported edges the relat i ve -de-
viations ranged from 0.00 to - 0 . 20. The fact that the 
deviation was negativ~ for al l the plates indicates that 
the edge supports did partly resist rotation. 
Dei le c t ion 
The deflections of the plates under load were meas -
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ured with a l/lOOOO- inch dial gage (M, fig . 4). The head 
of the dial gage was &upported on the reference frame N 
b y the two parallel bars 0 and P which rested, in turn, 
in triangular notches that had been cut in the refer en ce 
frame at I-inch intervals . The reference f~ame N was con-
nected to the base plate I by a point - line-plane support 
in order to avoid disto r tion of the frame by deformation 
of the base plate . The point support R consisted of a 
5/8-inch steel ball riding in conical seats on N and I; 
the line support S consisted of a second 5/8- inch ball 
r idi ng in a groove on I , the axis of which passed through 
R; and the plane support T conslsted of a third 5/B-inch 
ball ridi~g ~n a plane on I . A counte r weight at U pre-
vented the reference frame fr om tipping 'about a line 
t h rough Rand S . 
The plunger of the dial gage M was alined norma l to 
the base plate I by rotating the dial gage bar P until 
the horizontal arm Q attached to M rested on the paralle.l 
bar O. The position of the plunger point .coul d be moved 
at I-inch intervals in a longitudinal direction by moving 
the two ba r s 0 and P to different notches in the reference 
fr am e N . They could be moved in set intervals (usua lly 
l-in . intervals) in a t r ansverse direction b y ringing a 
differen~ one of the positi oning ring s V on P in c ontact 
with the flat ou tside surface of n ot c he d bars of N . 
F or closer interval s pa cing of the dial readings the 
platf o rm sh ow n in figure 7 was placed on t he bars 0 and P. 
With this platform, l~ ngitudinal and transverse displace-
men ts at 1/20-inch interva ls were made p ossible b y the use 
of knife ed~es resting in V- s hape g ronves accurat ely 
s pa c ed in Ij20-inch intervals . '. 
The reference frame N with its pnint 4 1ine-plane sup-
po rt operated very satisfact orily throughout t h e series 
of t es ts. Dia l re adings were always found to ret urn to 
_t h e s am e v a l ue within 0 . 001 inch even after vi olent d is -
turbance of the test set-up . 
Figure 8 shows the change in shape 0f the deflection 
curve along the center line of sQuare plate 34 with 
clamped edges as t h e pressure is increased to a value 
produci~g a deflection at the cent e r eQual to about 1. B 
times the thic kne ss of the ~ late. Curves a re included 
from the data of references ' 6 and 7 . With increasing 
p r essure the reversed curvatur e due to the clamping mo-
me nts was reduced and the deflecti on curve appr oa ched a 
parabola . 
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The cor r esponding curves for square plate 60 with 
freely supported edges are . $h own in figure 9, with curves 
from references 8 and 9. In this case the deflection 
curve approached a parabola for low loads , just as for a 
simple beam under a uniformly distributed load . At the 
high pressures the curvature . in the center of the plate 
be c ame less than that co r responding to such a parabola. 
The deflection curve along the longitudinal center 
line of a 0 . 0529- by 7 . 5- by l7 . 5-inch 17S-T plate is 
shown in figure 10 . It is seen that the end ef fe ct due 
to clamping along the short edges of the plate extended 
a distance into the u late equal to a b out one plate span. 
It may be c on cluded that the c enter deflec t i on of a rec-
tangular plate having a length equal to twice its width 
approximates that f o r an infinite-plate strip. 
The center deflection and the permanent set ·at the 
center were measured for each one of the plat es tested a s 
the pressure was increased from a low value to one at 
which the permanent set at the c en t e r attain e d the same 
order ·of magnitude as th·e elastic deflection (center de-
flection minus permanent s e t). Figures 11 to 14 give the 
results for plates with clamped edges and figure lQ gives 
the results for plates with freely supported edges . 
At very low loa ds the center deflection was found 
to increase directly with the pressure,as for an ordinary 
beam; it increased more slowly as the membrane stresses 
became important; and it approached a linear variation with 
pressure as yielding became pronounced . The permanent set 
at the center {ncreased at an increasing rate with increase 
in pressure and, in most plates , it app r oached a straight 
line having approximately the same slope as the asymptote 
t o the deflection curve. In this respect the rectan gula r 
plates showed the same behavior as t he circula r plates 
plotted in figures 14 to 2 0 of ref erence 5 . 
In the case of plates 1 to 8 and plates 10, 12, 14, 
15, 18,20,21,25,33,36 , and 37 , the center-deflection 
c urves deviated increasingly £rom their linear asymptote 
above a cert ain pressure so tlat there was an inflection 
point in the ~rves. The inflection point was ascribed 
t 0 s 1 i P pin g 0 f the p la t e bet w· e. e nt h e c 1 amp s . Ins 0 me 0 f 
the plates t h is slipping could be confir med by examining 
the clamped margin of the pIa te after the test . It is 
also borne out by the absenc~ of such behavior in the , 
circular plates (refere!1ce 5) in which particular pains 
were taken to obtain rigid ciamping . 
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Th e washboarding pressures, that i s, the pres sures. 
producin g permanent set in the plates, were me asured , 
just as in the case of the cir~ular pla t e s (reference 5 ) 
b y th e fo ll owing thre e criterions. 
1. The Navy y ield pres~ ur e p, defin ed as the 
pressure c orresponding to t he i ntercept on 
the pressure axis of ~he as ymptot ic straight 
l ine f or the set against pressure curve. 
2. The press ure P2a/500 to produce a set at the 
center of 1/5 00 the s }Jan of the plate . 
3 . The pressure P2a/ 2OO to produce a set at the 
center of 1/2 00 the span of the plate . 
Th ese three pre ss ures are given in table 3 f .or the 
plates with clampe d edg es and i n table 4 f or the plates 
with freely supp orted edges. Minimu m and maximum values 
ar e given f or Pv in the case o f the plat es f or which 
an accurate determination was n ot possible because the 
asymptote to the set against p re ssu re cur ve was not 
clearly defined. The Navy y iel d pre ssure ? y exceeded 
P2a/200 for o nl y 5 plates; it was between P2a/500 and 
P2a/200 for half of the other plates and was les s than 
P2a/500 f o r the othe r hal f . 
Strain 
Su rface strains for plates l Oa and 34 were measu red 
with l-inch Tucker man strain g~ges placed di rec t l y on the 
surface of th e plate . (See fig. 21 of reference 5.) The 
strain rea dings were c orre c ted for the apparent strain 
d ue to bowing of the plate between gage points by adding 
1 (L \ 2 
a term -- I (see r efe r en c e 10, p . 6) where 1 = 1 
24 r / 
inch is the gage length and r the average r adius of 
curva ture of the plate between gage points (obtained from 
the measured c ontour of the plate). 
The resul ts for tLe 5- by 5- by 0.0202-i nch alumin»m-
all.y plate l Oa with clamped edges are given i n figures 
16 , 17, a nd 18 . Figure 16 sh o ws surface stra i ns at s i x 
gage lines f o r p res su res fr om 1 to 6 p oun ds per squa r e 
inch; these p r essures we re below the washboarding pres-
sures of the plate ( 31 to 58 Ib/sq in . ) . Unfortunately, 
the gage length of 1 inch was too great to show the re-
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versal in extreme - fiber bending strain and its increase 
to a maximum' value of opposite sign at the clamped edges. 
Mea~u r ement s over small gage lengths or wi th a number 
of over lapping gage leng t hs, such as those made , on cir-
cular plates (re ference 5 ) w uld Qe required for an ade -
quate descriptinn of the spanwise strain distribu tion . 
Curves from references 7 and 11 arB included in f igure 
16. The strain-against - pressure curves are similar to 
the deflectinn-against-pressure curves in that the __ 
slope decrea s es with increasing pressure. The e xpla n a -
tion, i n both cases, is the same . At very l ow pressu re s 
the entire l oa d was carried in bending but, as the de-
flection incre ase d, catenary tension ' develo Fed and an 
increasing proportion of the load was carri ed by catena r y 
action. 
This a c t i on is brought u t q uantitativel y in figure 
17 by th e se parati on of the surface strain into median-
fiber t ensile strain and extr eme-fiber bending strain . 
The e x treme-fiber b ending strain was calculat ed f or this 
purpose from t he measured cont our of the plate as the 
ratio of di stan ce of ex t re me fib er from the ne u tral plane 
of the plate to average r a dius of curva t u r e a long the 
ga~e line. The median-fiber strain was calculated as the 
surface strain minus the bending s t r ain . Tne rati o of 
bending strain t n median- fiber st rain decreas ed with in-
cr easing pressure except for gage line t The bending 
,strain was smal ler tha n the media n-f ib er strain at a pres-
sure of 6 pounds p e r s qua re inch f o r all gage l ines except 
Y. At p r essur e s i n exce ss of 6 pouLds per squa r e inch 
th~ strain was read on l y at the center of the plat e. The 
results a r e given in fi gur e 1 8 . 
Strains ' for the 5- by 5- by 0 . 06 53~inch 17S-T ~lu­
minum- allny plate 34 with ~lamped edges a re given in fig-
u~ es 19 and 20. F igure 19 shows ext re me-fib er strains f r 
eight gage lines at pressures from 1 tn 25 pounds per 
square inch ; these pressures were below the washboarding 
pressures of 62 to 8 4 p oun ds per s q uare inc h obtained for 
this plate . Measurements above 25 pounds per square inch 
were made only nn a center gage l i n e and an edge gage line~ 
The results are give n in f igure 20 fo r p re ssures up to 
130 pound s per squa r e inch. The curve for strain at the 
center of th~ p l ate r esemb les that for plate lOa in that 
it shows a de~rease in sl op e with increasing pressure. 
Curvature measurem e nts we r e made on three f the 
five 5- by 5- i nc h l7S-T aluminum-alloy plates with freely 
suppo r ted edres . ~orma l-pressure tests of the first two 
plates with freely supported edges had indicated that 
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yielding might be due to the dev~lopment of a diagonal 
fold at each one of the four corners, which, in turn, 
seemed to be caused by pulling ~ut of the plate from the 
supports near the corners . Curvature was accordingly 
measured a~ both the center nf the plate and across the 
diagonal n~ar one or two of the ,corners. The extreme-
fiber strains for these gage lines are plotted against 
the pressure in figure 21 . The strains across the 
diagonals at the corners are seen to increase rapidly 
above the str~ins at the center of the plate as the strain 
exceeds 0.001. The slnpe of the strain- pressure curve 
for the corners of the twn thinner plates increased sharplY 
for strains of 0 . 004 tn 0.005, indicating yielding of the 
plate material. 
The washboarding pressures p , P2a/500, and P2a/ ZOO 
are indicated in figures ~8 and ZOYto facilitate comparison 
with the measured strains . The surface strains at the 
center of the plat-es with clamped edges (figs. 18 and 20) 
were less than 0 . 0025 at the washboarding pressures. 
Since this value is below the strain for which the materi-
al begins t(' yield (see fig. 1), wash"ooarding could not 
be ascribed to yielding at the center. In the case of the 
pIa t e s wit h f r eel y sup p 0 r ted e dg: e s ( see fig. 2 1) the 
strains across the diagonals at the corners were above the 
elastic region at the washboarding pressures (table 4) 
while they were well within the e.lastic range at the cen-
ter. Washboarding, in these plates with freely supported 
edges, was therefore probably due to the formation of 
diagonal folds at the corners. This fact is brought out 
further by a comparison of the bending strains sh own in 
figure 22, which were derived from the change in contour 
of plate 54 having freely supported edges cocresponding 
to an increase in pressure from 1 to 15 pounds per sQuare 
inch. The bending strains across the diagonals near the 
corner were considerably larger than the strains elsewhere 
in the plate . 
Washboarding of the plates with clamped edges was 
ascribed to yielding alnng the edges due to . the clamping 
stresses . In order to verify this result experimentally, 
slots parallel to the edges were cut in plate 31 after it 
h ad wa shb~~rded severely as a result of a normal-pressure 
test. 1he slots relieved the residual stresses due to 
bending along the. edges and caused the inner portion of 
the plate to flatten so that the permanent set at the cen-
ter of the plate was reduced from 0 . 22 to 0.04 inch. It 
was concluded that · the w~shboarding in this plate was 
principally due ti Incal bending stresses caused by clamp-
ing along the edges. 
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The direction of the principal strains at the surface 
of a 2.5- by 7.5-inch plate with clamped edges were ob-
tained by observing the crack patt~rn in a coating nf Run 
Kauri varnish dissolved in turpentine. The coating was 
applied and was allowed to drj before the plate~ we~e 
mounted in the fixture. Preliminary tests of suc£ ~6~~i­
ings ~ had shown that they fo~med cracks normal ' , to ~he J{-
rection of principal tensile strain when this stiain at-
tained a critical value that ranged frnm 10- 3 to 2 X 10- 3 
depending on humidity, tem~rature, thickness of coating, 
and other factors. The cracks in a given region of the 
plate were plainly visible when viewed from the proper 
angle, but :it ' was impossible to photo'graph them because 
of the double curvature of the plate. A sketch of the 
pattern on both the top face of the plate and the bottom 
face of the plate is given in figure 23. 
The crack pattern shows that the effect of the ends 
did not ext'e'nd beyond a distance of about one span length 
into the plate; this result agrees with the conclusion ' 
obtained from the deflection curve (fig. 10). The clamp-
ing moment due t~ bending produced a band of parallel 
cracks on the bottom (pressure) face of the plate. The 
inflection marking the reversal in sign of the bending 
strain occurred at a distance from the center of about 
0.72a, which is considerably more than the distance of 
0.58a for a beam with clamped ends under uniformly dis-
tributed load. 
ANALYS IS 
Deflection 
The contour of a rectangular plate ' subj~ct~d ; to n or-
mal pressure will have a fixed shape (tha~ is, deflecii 6 ns 
a t a given point will be a fixed percentage of the deflec-
tion at the center) (only at pressures t ,hat are low enQugh 
t o make the membrane stresses negligible ccmpa~r.ed with the 
ben d ing stresses. The contour along a principal axis of 
a s q uare plate as derived by N~dai (reference 6, pp. 180-
1 8 4, eQuation (18)) for small deflectio'ns and as derived 
by Lev y ( ref ere n c e 7) for w 0/ h = 1. 9 a r. e: g i v e 'n in f i g-
ure 8. The c ontour for small deflections r~semb!es the 
deflection curve ')f a beam with clamped 'en'd 's " un'der' au'ni"-
f ormly distributed load, but it has an i~flecti0n p~in~ 
at a distance from the center of O.64a as ~ompared with 
0 .5 8a for the beam. ' 
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As the center deflectio.n of the recte"ng.ular plate 
increases under increasing normal press~r~, catenary ten-
sions become appreciable and the contour gradually ap-
p raches that for a square membrane • . ; The theoretical de-
flection of a square membrane along its principal axes is 
not known exactly, but this deflection curve is likely to 
be nearly paraboliq in shape, in view of the analogy with 
the circular membrane (equation (6) of reference 5). 
This result is also supported by Boobnov 1 s solution 
(reference 12) for an infinite strip of constant span rig-
idly clamped at the edges and 'subjected to uniform pres-
sure. The transverse def~ection curve at very low pres-
sures has the shape 
w 
wo 
= : 1 
L 
2 ( \2 I 
f ~ ~ i 
\aJ J 
characteristic of a beam with clamped ends under uniformly 
distributed load and of a circular plate with clamped 
edges under uniform ~ressure (reference 5); whereas at 
high pressures the plate strip deflects into a portion of 
a circular cylinder ap p roached by the parabola 
I x ' , 2 
= 1 -
'- a J 
The deflection curves from eauations (1) and (2) are also 
given in figure 8. The meas~red deflecti o n curves for 
clamped s~uare plates were between t h e two ty~ es, approach-
i n g e q ua t ion (2) as the pre s sur e inc rea sed. 
In th e case of a simply supported square pla te, the 
shape of the deflection curve fot very low pressures 
(1l/ o/h « 1) as derived by Havier (see refer e nce 6, p . 
1 1 8 , equation (25 ) ) and shown in figure 9 differs only 
slightly from that for a plate with wolh = 2.47 as de-
rived by Kaiser (reference 8 ) , which is also sh own in 
figure 9. The shape of the observed deflection curve 
agrees with the theoretical curves wit h in the error of 
measurement. 
An 11 e...:act 11 curve of center deflection against pres-
sure for a square plate with clamped edges as obtained 
by Levy (reference 7) and a p proximate curves of center 
deflection against pressure fo r plates ~ith clamped edges 
having span-length ratios alb = 1, 2/3, 1/2 as obtained 
by Way (reference 11) are given in figure 24. There are 
als o given an approximate curve for clamp~d square plates 
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derived bn the basis o f the assumption ' in referenc e 13 of 
setting the total pressure equal t~ the su m of the pres-
sures that in~ependently would be resisted - in tension and 
in bending 
P( a " ~ 
= 0 . 224 E\ 11 j 
and an exact curve for a plate nf infini te length by 
Eoobnov (reference 12 ) . It 'should ,b enoted, in this c on-
nection, that B~obnov's work was extended, for this pur-
pose, from wolh = 1 . 8 to wo lh = 13, an d that t he ef-
fect of Pois son's , r a tio ~ was included. Part of the 
extensi~n of Boobnov's wo r k up to values of Wolh = 4 . 3 
was done by \vay ' (see c h . 1 of reference 9): the rest of 
the e xtensi on up to wolh = 13 was d o ne by the autho rs 
of this paper.. .'fay ( reference 11 ) did not carry his cal -
culations for a rectangular plate beyond wolh = 2 be -
c ause the degree of appr ox i mation became rapidl y wors e 
for centee deflections of this order . It ap"Jears, h oweve r, 
from ' the curve s in the lower portion of ,figure 24 that 
Way's app r oximate curve f or alb = 1 (square p l ate) 
agrees cl ose l y with Levy's "exa c t" curve and with F 5pp l's 
still mo re appro x imate formula (3); where as Yay ' s curve 
for alb = 1/2 ~grees cl o sel y with Boobnov's s oluti o n 
for alb = 0 , thus c onfirmin g the p revi ous conclusion 
that a clamped-edge p l ate havi ng a length of twice its 
span deflects s ubsta ntiall y as a p la te of infinit e length. 
It was felt, in vie w o f the f ore going c ompar is ons, 
that ~ayts, Boobnov's, and F~ pplrs theorles would form a 
satisfactory basis for rating the clamp ed-ed ge plate with 
respect to the d e g ree with,which t he theoretical clamping 
condition s were ' s a tisfied. This ra t in g was d9ne b~ com-
paring the obse rved c ent er de fl ection against pressure · 
curve with th e appropriat~ th~ore~ical cu rv e , , specifical-
ly by deriving the following dev iatio n indices: 
= ------ (4 ) 
whe r e Wo and w oo are the observed, and the theoretical 
cente r deflections, res pe ct ive ly. 
The c hoi ce of woo was gove rned by the sca tter of 
points on the obse rve d center deflect 'i on against p r es-
sure curves; woo was ch o s en as small as possible 
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consi~tent with the requirement that ths ' cor~esponding 
observed cente r deflection we ' could be eetermined ac-
curately from the observations. 
The deviation indices 6w o /w o o. as w~ll as t he 
definition upon .which they were detived in the individual 
cases. arB given in table 3 for all the plates with 
clamped edges . The deviation index was less than 0.2 
for only 2 1 of the 56 plates tested . It ex c eeded 0 .5 
for 15 of · the plates. It may ~be concluded that the the-
oretical clamping condi t ions were approximated for on ly 
a fraction of t h e plates testee. Th e center deflections 
for a 17S - T aluminum~al loy 'plate and a stainless-steel 
plate with deviation indices of less than 1 percent are 
plotted in figure 24 for com~arison with the c a lculated 
values . Cal culated and observed deflections c he c k within 
5 percent for the aluminum-alloy plate 8 up to wo/t = 12. 
The deflection of the stainless-steel p l~te exceeded the 
theo retical deflection ex c ept at very low pressures by 
an amount t hat incre a sed with t h e pressure . Th is varia-
tiori was ascribed to th~ peculiar stress - strain curve of 
the material. (See fi g . 2 . ) 
Kaise r (reference 8) ha s compute d t h e c ontour and the 
stress di s t ribu ti on for a plate with freely supported 
edges under a normal p ressure producing a center deflec-
tion wo = 2 . 47h. Kaise r was able to c heck his theoret-
i c al v a lue against empirical c u rves obtained from experi-
ments on 60 0 - by 600- by 3 . 15-millimeter (23.6- by 
23 . 6- by 0 .124-in. ) steel plate . Kaiser's empirical 
curve and theoretical ·po in t are co mpa red with the ob-
served center deflections for the five plates tested with 
supported edges in figure 25. T h e observed def lecti ons 
differed less than 20 nercent from Kaiser's values . Th e 
deviation indices 6w o/w 0 are given in t abl e 4. They 
r ange d from 0.00 to - 0 .2 0 . Th is variation indicates some 
restr a int at the edge s that would cause a red.uc t ion in the 
center deflection . 
8"tress es 
The only exact s ~lu tions foi the stresses in a rec-
tangular plat e of medium thickness ~ith cla mped edges 
known to the authors a re the ones derived by Boobnov 
(reference 12) for t he asymptotic c as e of the p l ate strip 
of infinite length and b y Levy (refere nce 7) for a square 
p late. PrObably t he best a ppr oxi mate solution for the 
stresses in a rectangUl a r plate is that du~ t~ Way ( ref-
erence 11). 
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The solution 'for a plate strip of infinite length 
differs from th~t fo~ the square plate in that the median-
fibe r tensicn becomes unif~rm across the strip in the 
plate strip 'instead of beirig g reat er at the center than 
at the edges as in the square plate. The median-finer 
stresses and the extreme-fiber bending stresses at the 
center of the plate and at the midpoint of the longer 
edge are plotted against the pressure in dimensionless 
form for plates of finite dimensi~ns (alb = 1 and 2/3) 
in figures 26 arid 27 and for a plate ~trip (alb = 0) 
in figure 28 where the new symbols ' on the f igures have 
the following significance 
Off 
xo extreme-fiber bending stress' at center 
a ff extreme-fiber bending stress 
xe 
at midpc-int of edge 
0
' 
median-fiber tensile stress at center xo 
0" median-fiber tensile stress at midpoint of edge 
xe 
In figures 27 and 29 subscript xe i~dicat~s the midpoint 
of the longer edge . The median-fiber stresses and the 
extreme-fiber bending stresses at the point of maximum 
stress - the center of the longest edge - are plotted 
against the pressure in dimensi~nless for m ,for a plate 
with alb = 1/2 in figure 29. Approximate va lues of 
the center deflection ratio w Ih are given on the ab-
~cissa scale to show the effec~ of center deflection on 
the median-fiber str~sses . 
, The resultant extreme-fiher stresses at the c ente r of 
the plate and at the midpoint of the longer edge were ob-
tained from figures 26 to 29 by adding the extreme-fiber 
stress and the median-fiber ~tress and are shown in figure 
30 . The extreme-fiber stress at the midpoint of the 
longer edge is from 2 t o 4 ti mes as great as that at the 
center of the plate. Yielding due tn bending along the 
edges should there f o re always precede yielding due to 
ten s ion a t the c e n t e r ina n ide a 11 y cIa m p e d plat ,e • A 1-
though Way ' s solution for the squa re p lat e a/~ '= 1 
agrees well with the exact solution by Levy, tbe approx-
imate nature of Way's solution, must be kept in mind in 
comparing the stresses in the rectangul~r ~late with those 
in the infinite plate as given in figure 30. 'I!ay 1s, curves 
in die ate that, at the mid p n in t 0 f ' the 1 0 n g ere d g e 0 f a 
~inite plate with alb = 2/3 r less, a greater s 'tress is 
caused by a given press'ure than in an infinite-plate strip 
of the same ma't 'erial and the' same cross-sec'tional dimensions. 
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This result i s , of course, inco rr ect and - it may be ascribed 
to the approxi mat e nature of 'iay IS sr.lution. 
-The theoretical strain € at the center of the s ~ua re 
plate may be deriv ed fr om r efe r en ces 7 and 11 by substitu~ 
tion in 
€ = (1 - ~)a/E 
whe r e a is the st r ess and ~ is Poiss~n ' s r atio . The 
resulting curves of ext r eme-fiber strain against pressure 
are shown dotte d in figures 1 6 , 19, and 20 - for comparison 
with the measured extreme-fibe r strain over a I-inch gage 
length. There is appr ximate agreement in the case of 
figur es 19 and 20, but in the case of figure 16 the the -
oretica l strains are about 30 pe r cent highe r than the 
measured strains . 
The st re ss distribution in a s~uare plate of medium 
thi c kness with freel y suppo r ted edges has been investigat -
ed b ot h theoreti c ally and ex~e ri menta lly with g reat thor-
oughness by Ka iser (reference 8) . Figure 31 shows the 
extreme -fiber bending stress a" and the med ian-fiber 
tensile stress at a cc ordi ng to Kaiser for gage lines at 
the c enter of the plate p arallel to the edge of the plate 
and across the di agonal at a pnint near the corners the 
c oo r dinates of which _r e lative to the center were x/a = 
y/a = 0.6 . The l ast gage iine is ;included because Kaise r's 
wo r k showed that it marked the r eg i on 0f maximum bending 
st r ess for p l ates in which the center deflection was com-
parable with the plate - thickness . 
Figur e 32 sh ows the extreme-fiber stress a obtaine d 
by adding the bending stress to the median-fiber stress 
as given in figure 31. Co mparison of figure 32 with fig -
ure 30 shows that , for the p res sure r atios investigated, 
4 pa 
--'-< 8 
EW 
the s~uare plate with r igidly clam~d edges supports a p-
proximately the s ame normal pressure at a given maximum 
ext r eme -f ibe r st r ess as a plate of tpe s ame dimensi0ns and 
mate rial with fr eely suppo r ted edg e ~l . 
Extreme- fiber bending s t rains € were measured i~ 
the plates with sup porte d edges at the center and across 
the diagonal at x/a = y/a = 0 . 83 . These st rains are c om-
pared on a dimensionless basis in fi gure 33 with the 
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extreme-fiber bending strains obtained from Kaiser's 
theoreti c a l and experimental stresses (reference 8) along 
mutually perpendicular directions by substitution in the 
equation 
E: x = ( CJ - ~CJ ) / E x y 
The measured strains agree with Kaiser's theoretical a nd 
expe r imental values within lhe scatter in the present 
tests. 
Permanent Set 
Ana lysis of the washboarding pressures list e d in 
table 3 indicated that the washboarding of the square 
plates with clamped edges was brought about b y twn manners 
of failure. Very thin plates, that is, plates with n egli -
gible flexural rigidity, will carry prac t ically all of 
the load as a membrane and th e y may be expected to fail 
by yielding throughout the plate like a membrane. If the 
p late r ema ins elastic up to th e yield point, t h e relation 
between pressure p and stress ° at the cent er of y y 
the plate may be approximated by the f o llowing formula 
(see reference 1 3 , p. 230 ) 
3/8 
Py = 8 . 0 E (t; ) ( °EY) (7 ) 
that is, the washboarding pressure should vary directly 
with the r at i o of thickness to span, h/2a . 
Relative l y thick plates, that is, plates in which 
practically a l l of the load is c a rried by bending an d 
almost none by membrane action will y ield, owing to the 
local bending st resses at the center of the cl amped edges. 
If the plate is r igi dly cla mped and r emai ns elas tic up 
to the beginning of y ielding at this point, the p r essure 
p corresponding to an extreme-fiber stress CJ at the y y 
center of the edge is , according to r eference 6 (p . 184): 
p = 3.2 
Y E C:)' o Y E ( 8 ) 
that is, t h e washboarding pressure v a ri es directly with 
the square of the r atin of thickness to span (h/2a)2. 
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Before these two mechanisms of failure are c~nsidered 
further, it should be noted that the highest stress in a 
perfectly clamped rectangular plate will always occur at 
the center of the 1 nger pair of clamped edges . (See 
f i gu r e 3 0 . ) Y i e 1 din gat the e d g est her e f or e s h 0 u 1 d pre c e de 
yielding in any other portion ~f the plate and hence only 
the second mechanism of failure seems admissible on the-
oretical erounds. Yielding due to membrane action may, 
nevertheless, be present in an actual and , therefore , an 
imperfectly clamped plate if either one of the f~llowing 
t\olO factors is important ; 
1. The clamps may permit a sufficient angular r ota-
tion of the edge of the pla te to rem ove a large 
portion of the local " be nd ing stress at the cen-
ter of the edge. 
2. The yield strength of the material when subjected 
to the local bending stress with a large gra-
dient at the edge of the plate may be much 
higher than the yield strength under the more 
n ear 1 y un if., r m ten s i (l n p"r e sen tin the res t 0 f 
the plate . 
The two types of failure characterized by equations 
(?) and (8) a~e brou~ht nut clearly in figure 34 by plot-
tIng Py agaInst h/2a for the square 17S-T aluminum-
alloy plates given in table 3. The washboarding pressure 
g'les up linearly with h/2a for values of h/2a less 
than about 0 . 004 . It goes up with the s qua re of h/2a 
for values of h/2a gTeater than ab"out 0.006. T he ap-
proximate formulas (7) and (8 ) are plotted in figure 34 
f o r comparison with the observed values, assuming the 
average values: 
cry = 40, 00 0 pounds per s qua re inch 
6-
E = 10.3 x 10 " pounds per square inch 
The pressures from equation (7) are ab out 30 percent 
high f.or 
h 
< 0.0025 
2a 
while those from equation (8) are about 60 percent Inw 
for 
h 
2a 
> 0 . 006 
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The formulas (7) and (8) are useless in describing 
the washboarding of square clamped plates in the important 
intermediate range of 0.0025 < h/2a < 0.0060 in which 
both the membrane stresses and the bending stresses seem 
to take an appreciable share of the load. Inclusion of 
this intermediate range in the analysis o f washboarding 
pressures requires a consideration of stresses in plat e s ' 
of intermediate thickness ~s derived by Bnobnov, Way, and 
Levy. (See references 7, 11, and 12 . ) It was assumed 
for the purpose of such an analysis that washboarding would 
be associated with yielding either along the edge of the 
plate or at the center of the plate and that this yielding 
would take place when the theoretical stress at these two 
points attained a stress a at which the material begins y 
to yield in tension . The results of this assumption dif-
fer from those made upon assumption of the Von Mises-Hencky 
theory of failure (reference 5) only for the stress axe 
at the center of a square plate and there the difference 
in stress is only 11 percent . The same results are ob-
tained from both assumpti ons for the theoretical stress 
axe for yielding along the edge of any plat e and the 
stress a xo f o r yielding at the center of an infinite-
plate strip. 
For rectangular p lates the relation between 
stresses axe and a xo and the pressure p is 
figures 26 and 27 by the di mensionless plots of 
axe / a \ 2 a xo ( a ,\ 2 p a 4 
the 
given 
Un-
-i- \h) and -E"- " h ) as fun c t ion s 0 f E h 4 
fortunately, the value of these functions has been cal-
in 
4 
P a 
culated only 'for < 31 . 2 as c mpared with measured 
E h4 
values for p late 4 that go up to 20,000. The only kn own 
theoretical solution for pressure ratios of this order 
is Boobnov 1 s soluti o n (reference 12) f o r the flat-plate 
strip with clamped edges~ Figure 2 8 shows the - extreme-
fiber stresses at the edge and at the center of such a 
strip up to values of 
P a °<;' 
-.r = 45 00 . 
E h 
A comparison of the experimental d a ta on plates of 
finite length with B~obnovls theory for infinitely long 
plates was obtained by regarding the actual plate with a 
span 2a as an infinite plate the span 2a o of which was 
less than that of the a6tual plate in order to allow f or 
the strengthening effect of clampin g at the short edges. 
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The rati o ao/a was ar~itr~rily chosen so that the in-
itial slopes of the twn c urves for ext re me-fiber bending 
stresses a" at the cen ter of the edge are brought into 
xe 
coincidence. 
In the case of a square plate with cla~ped edges the 
extreme-fiber bending stress at the center of the edge is, 
for low pressures (see , reference 6, p. l84}: 
",\ 2 
a II = 1.22 P / ~ " 
xe \. h J 
while at the edge of a c lampe d pIa t e strip of spa n 2a o 
it is 
( '\ 2 
a" 
a o \ 
= 2p --xe \ h J 
F o r identity of ini tial slope a~/p, , therefore, 
whe r e 
2 a act ua 1 s ua n 
2a o s pa n of infinite-plat e strip having sa me s t r ess at 
midpoint o f longer edge 
The corresponding redu c tion factor for any rectangular 
plates with clamped edges (0 < alb < 1) may be obtained 
by analogy from figure 113 ( p . ~84) of ref erence 6 with 
t h e result s how n in fi g ure 35 . Application of this re-
duction fact o r to the curves for the e xtrem e -f iber stresses 
at the center o f the edge and at the center of a square 
plate in figure 3b leads to the dotted curves sh ow n in 
figure 36 . The extreme-fiber st~&sses for the equivalent 
plate strip are ' se en to differ less than 13 percent from 
the exact va l u e s. This meth o d of reducing to an eq uiva -
lent plate strip was ~ccordingl~ used in co mparing the 
obse rved washboarding p ress u res for rectangular plates 
with t h e theoretical values for an infinite plat e . 
The , the oretica l washb oarding pressures f o r yielding 
at the edge a'~,d yielding at the center are sh ow n as 
curves A and B, respectively, in figure 37, wher e 2a~ 
is the span {o'r -t he equivalent plate strip (fig. 35,) 
• 
,\ 
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Log-log paper was chosen as in ' the case : of the corre-
spo~din~ plots for the circular plates (figs. 2 8 to 30 
of' !eference 5) in order to spr~ad the ob~erved values 
more unifor~ly over the sheet. The exper 'ime~tal w~sh­
boarding pressures given'in table ' 3 wete plo~t~d in fig-
ure 37 by replacing a, the stress at ' which rielding , 
begiis in tensinn, bi {he average yi~ld strength in a ' " 
longitudinal directioi ~na a transv~rse di~ection , (table 
1). The pressure for the beginning of yielding was re-
placed by the Na~i yield pressute ' ~n figure 37(a ) " the 
pre~sure for a set at the center nf 1/500 the ~pan in 
figure 37(b), arrd the pressure for a set at the center 
of 1/2 00 the span in figure 37(c) . 
The measured Navy yield pr essur~s ~nd the pressures 
for a set of 1/500 the span were betw-een' 'the theoretical 
pressures for yielding at the edge and f~r yielding at 
the center for more than 80 percent of the plates. The 
pressures for a set of 1/200 the span were in appr ox i mate 
agreement with the theoretical pressure for yielding at 
the center nf the pJa te. The scatter of the p o ints is 
large, particularly in figure 37(a). Part ~ f this scatter 
could be ascribed to deviations fr om the th e oretic a l , 
clamping conditions because the scatter of the pOints 
with deviation indices between 0 . 1 and - 0 .1, whi~h are 
. .' . 
shown in f igure 3 8 , was only about ~ne-third as large as 
that fbr th~ entire array of points. ' 
It is inter e sting to note that the mea sured wash-
boarding pressures for very thin plates (in the right-
hand portion of the figures) approached the theoretical 
curv e for yielding at the c enter in every case . Very thin 
plates seemed to yield c onsistently lika a thin membrane. 
Straight lines C were fitted b y th~ methQd of least 
squares to the observ e d washboarding pressures in fi gure 
37. These lines are also shown in figure 38 . The devia-
tion of individual points f r om the lines C is large in 
many cases. Nevertheless, the lines may be useful in ar-
riving at a rough estimate of washboarding pressure for a 
rigidly clamped plate f given dimensions and given mate-
ria 1. 
In the case of plates with freely supported edges, 
an adequate theory for the stress distribution at suffi-
ciently high values of the defle c tion (wo/h = 10 ) was 
not available . Kaiser's theory (reference 8) goes up 
on 1 y to ' w 0/ h " = 2 . 7 . I n a s m u c has 0 n 1 y f i v e s qua r e 
plates of only one size (5 by 5 in.) and one material 
(17S-T aluminum alloy) were tested, the empirical data 
24 NACA Technical Note No. 849 
were insufficient either to check any prop-osed theory or 
t o pr ovide empirical relations of any gen e rality . The 
washboarding pre s sures are compared with the washboard i ng 
p~essures of 5- by 5-inch -17S-T aluminum-alloy plates 
with clamped edges in figure 39 . The washboarding pres-
sures for the plates with freely supported edges were 
4approximately the same as those for the clamped-edg e 
plates. The r eason for this approximate agreement may be 
t hat, in the case of the plates with freely supported. 
edges, the diag~nai folds in the corners caused nearly as 
high bending stresses as were observed .at the . midpcint of 
the l~nger edges of the plates with clamped edges. 
National Bureau of Standards, 
Washington, D. C.; November 28, 1941. 
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TABLE I. - DIMENSIONS FOR PLATES FOR CLAMPED-EDGE TESTS 
Plate Mate- Span, Length, Thick- Young's Tensile yield 
rial 2a 2b ness. modulus strength (a) (in. (in. ) h E (kips per aq in. ) (in. ) (Idps ~ (Offset = 0.0(2) 
sq1n. ) ,r;-ongl tu- Trane-
dina 1 verse 
1 A 2·5 2.5 0.0110 10,300 43.0 38.0 2 2·5 2.5 
.Ol;e 10,300 43.0 38.0 , 
1.5 1.5 
.010 10,300 43.0 38.0 
.0111 10,300 43.5 38 .0 
~ 7·5 7·5 .0109 10,300 ~.o 38.0 2·5 2·5 .015.3 10,300 .0 37.5 ~ 5 5 .0151 10,300 44.0 37.5 7·5 7·5 •01 58 10,300 44.0 37.5 9 2·5 2.5 .0197 10,300 43.0 37.0 10 5 5 .019.3 10,300 43.0 37.0 lOa 5 
1.5 
.0202 10,300 43.0 37.0 
11 7.5 ,:0191 10,300 43.0 37.0 12 7·5 7.5 .0200 10,tOO U·o 37.0 iR 2·5 2·5 .025~ 10, 00 .0 37.5 5 5 .025 10,400 44.0 37.5 
i~ ~.5 ~.5 .0256 10,400 %.0 37.5 
·5 ·5 .0300 10,200 3 .5 35.0 i~ 5 5 .0297 10,200 39·5 3l ·0 2·5 7·5 .0303 10,200 38.1 3 .5 19 7·5 7·5 .0302 10,200 38.1 35.5 20 7.~ 17.5 .0291 10,200 3$.5 35.0 21 7· 17·5 .030 10,200 .3 .5 35. 5 22 2·5 2·5 .0371 10,200 40.8 36.5 ~ 5 5 .03~7 10,200 42.4 37.5 2·5 7 ,,5 .03 9 10,200 42.4 38.0 25 7·5 7·5 .0373 10,200 42.5 36.5 26 ~.5 1~:~ .o,~~ 10,aoO 42.5 §~:~ ~~ .5 .0 7 10,300 46' g 5 5 .0455 10,300 t4. 38.6 29 7·5 7.5 .0460 10,300 .6 38.6 
~aterial: A is l7S-T aluminum alloy. 
TABLE 1.- CONTINUED 
DIMENSIONS FOR PLATES FOR CLAMPED-EDGE TESTS - CONTINUED 
Plate Mate- s~:n Length, Thlck- YO~'I rial 2b ness , modu Uf (a) (in. (in. ) h E (in. ) (Idps plr 
sq in. ) 
30 A 7·5 17.5 0.0450 1O'RoO 
31 5 5 .0526 10, 00 
32 7·5 7.5 .0527 10,400 
33 7·5 17.5 .0529 10,400 
34 
1.5 
5 .06t~ 10,300 
St 7·5 .065~ 10,300 7·5 17.5 .06~E 10,300 
5~ 7·5 17·5 .066 10,300 5 5 .100e 10,300 
i B 2·5 2.5 0.012 29,000 5 5 .012~ 29,000 2., 7.5 .01~j 29,000 
42 2·5 2. 5 .0281 28,500 
ttR 5 5 .028' 28.500 2·5 7.5 .028 28,500 
tt6 2·5 2·5 .03R~ 28,000 
t5 1.5 .03 tc 28,000 M .034 28,000 2. c 2.5 .059 28,000 
49 5 5 .059( 28,000 
50 2. c 7.5 .060 28,000 
~ C 2. t:~ O.O~O ig:~gg 2:: .02~1 53 2. 7·5 .03 10,300 
~ D 2:1 t:§ o:g~5~ lO,~~~ 2. / 10,300 
aMaterial: 
A is 17S-T aluminum alloy. 
B is 18:8 stainless steel. 
C is 17S-RT aluminum alloy. 
D 1s 24s-RT aluminum alloy. 
Tensile y1e1d 
strength (kips per sq in.) 
(Offset = 0.002) 
,Longl '(;u- Trans-
dina1 verse 
lrt·6 .38.6 4 .0 37.9 
43.0 37·9 
43.0 37·9 
43'6 37·0 42. 37.5 
43.2 38.0 
42.0 37., 44.2 b37. 
122.0 ~o.o 
133.0 140.0 
l3~.0 140.0 10 .0 n8.0 
104.0 118.0 
104.0 n8.0 
104.0 99·0 
104,.0 99.0 
104.0 99.0 
90.0 90.0 
90.0 90.0 
90.0 90.0 
~~:~ 
54.2 fr~:i 46. 
b§tt:i ,2~ .2 b50•2 
bAverage for similar material tested. 
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TABLE 2.- PLATES WITH FREELY SUPPORTED EDGES 
17S-T ALUMINUM ALLOY 
:~:~:r:::~::::~:~ ---------- ------- -----------------Young's Tensile yield Thickness, modulus. strength 
2a f 21> h E (kips per sq in. ) (i n. ) (i n. ) (in. ) (kips (C'ffset = 0 . 002) 
- p.e~- ----- ------_.-
, sq in. ) Longitu- Trans-
I dinal verse 
----1------ ---------- ------- -------- -------
56 5 5 0.0292 10,3 ()0 40.5 35.0 
57 5 5 .0370 1 0,300 42.2 36.5 
58 5 5 . @48 3 10,300 46.5 39.0 
59 5 5 . 0530 10,300 44.0 38.0 
60 5 5 . 06 41 10,300 43.2 38.0 
------ -----
------------------
----r----- --------
TABLE 4 .. - RESULTS FOR PLATES WITH FREELY SUPPORTED EDGES 
Plate 
56 
57 
58 
59 
60 
Relative 
deviation, 
6wo!woo (See expla-
nation oe-
low) 
Navy yield 
pressure, 
p 
(lb!s~ in.) 
-0.17 0 19.5 
.00 c 24 
-.20 d 44 
-.18 a 47 
Pressure for a given set 
Span Span 
500 200 
p(2a!500) p(2a!200) 
(lo/sq in.) (lb!sq in.) 
----~----r----;~-------
20 28 
37 51 
40 58 
-.03 a 55 
- ___________ J ___________ _ ____ :~ _____ 1 ____ 67 _ _____ _ 
Letter Value of woo Reference 
for p 
(lo! sq in. ) 
------
-------------- -------
a 1 8 
0 1 < P < 2 8 
c 1 < P < 5 8 
d 2 < P < 10 ~ 
-_._--
--------------- ----------
TABLE 3 ,.- RESULTS FOR PLATES WITH CLAMPED EDGES 
Plate Relative Navy yield Pressure for a given 
deviation, pressure, set 
AWo/Woo Py Span Span (See expla- (lb/sq in.) 
-zou 
nation be- P(2~gO) P(~200) low) (lb sq in.) (1 sq in.) 
1 -0.84 a 74 ~~ l8. 5 2 -.~g a H 2~ , -.0 b 19 
+.1~ b 24.5 16.~ 2~.5 ~ -.0 b 15 7. 1 .5 -.64 a 89 ~7 67 
A 
+.10 b 50 23 ~~ +.01 b " 22 9 +.09 a 31·5 42 10 
-.40 b 57·5 31 53 lOa 
-.21 b 1------------ ------_ .. _--- - ... ----------
11 -.08 b 37 ~, 39 12 -.28 b 11 to 27.5 22 
M +.31 a 42 ~t Ss -.0 b 32 to 72 
a2 it -.12 b 50 ~ +.36 a 50 90 
iA +.39 b 22.5 17 ~A 1.92 f 3~.7 30 19 
-'OA b 1 .3 18.5 30 20 
-.0 f 12 to 23 1~ ~.5 21 
-.57 f 7 to 20 13.5 .5 
22 +.39 a 87.5 i4 130 ~ +.15 a 19 ' A 30 +.80 g. 55· 42.5 60 
25 +.11 b 21 19 30 
26 
-.18 r 5 to 15 10.5 21.5 
~~ +.68 b 155 145 1,~ +.37 b ~~ ~~ 29 +.21 b 24 
Letter Value of woo Reference 
for p 
(lb/sq in.) 
b 1 13 
f 1 12 
g 4 12 
a woo :: h 11 
TABLE:3 .- CONTINUED 
RESULTS FOR PLATES WITH CLAMPED EDGES - CONTINUED 
Plate Relative Navy yield Pressure for a given deviation, pressure, set 
awo/woo (lb~ in.) "-~ ~~ (See expla- )m1 
nation be-
low) P(2%500 ) (lb sq in. ) P(2%200) (lb sq in.) 
~~ -0." f +. b 5 to 15 42 
32 +.09 b 20 §, +.69 f 4 to 11 +.23 b 62 §g +.26 b ~.6 +.30 f 
.4 ~~ +.10 f 10 to 20 +.41 b 140 
'6 
-0.06 b 2!;! 
-.23 b 18 
41 +.40 b 27 
42 +.S6 b i2 ~ -.~ b +1. g 3' tt~ +.94 d 1~~ +.34 b 
ttA +1.0~ g 1~8 +1.0 e 
49 .00 c 82 
50 +1.70 g 104 
51 +O.Q(+ ~ 52 
52 +.84 f 50 
5~ +.94 f 58 
§~ ... 0.01 f 35 +.39 r 55 
Letter Value of woo Reference 
for p 
(lb/sq in.) 
b 
c 
d 
e 
f 
g 
1 
2 
4 
20 
1 
4 
13 
13 
13 
13 
12 
12 
t~ 20 60 
21 29 
9· 5 17 ~A.4 ~t5 
'13 23 
19 25 
130 175 
t~ 1~ 20 34 
86 165 21 2~ ~~~ t~ 2t~ 430 1~~ 1§2 1 8 
~Z §~ 
56 79 
~~ tft , 
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Figure 5.- Cut-away plate showing method of clamping plate in testing apparatus. 
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Figure 7.- Auxiliary platform for measuring deflections at 
points 1/20 inch apart. 
Fig. 7 
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C, Center deflection. S, Set of center. 
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Figure 37.- Pressures for plates with clamped edges . 
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